1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Magnets were first used in dentistry in the 1950s for the fixation of prosthodontic and maxillofacial prostheses \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]\]. In maxillofacial cases with a significant amount of hard and soft tissue removal, due to malignancy or tumor, magnets enable the retention and stability of prosthetics where it would have been difficult and impractical by other means. Intra-oral and extra-oral obturators and prosthetics retained with the use of magnets have allowed for the rehabilitation of facial defects and significantly improved the quality of life for patients \[[@bib5]\]. With the introduction of rare earth magnets, such as samarium-cobalt (SmCo) and neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB), it has become possible to produce smaller magnets with the necessary force for other dental applications, such as orthodontics \[[@bib6]\].

The ultimate goal of this project is to establish magnetic force-driven orthodontic treatment as a future treatment modality. Current orthodontic treatment modalities are 1) conventional fixed orthodontic appliances (FOA) using brackets, arch wires and elastic bands, 2) removable orthodontic clear aligner systems which use clear transparent trays, such as Invisalign®, ClearCorrect® and other similar systems. Weaknesses in these methods are a lack of force continuity and the reliance on patient compliance in wearing the removable trays or elastic bands. Magnetic force-driven orthodontics can address these limitations. There are many advantages of utilizing magnets in orthodontic treatment. The major significant advantages of magnets over traditional force delivery systems are frictionless mechanism, predictable force, and no force decay. Magnets exert continuous forces with no friction, compared with conventional orthodontic appliances and may be used for predictable force control for both attraction and repulsion force \[[@bib7]\]. Magnetic forces can be exerted through physical barriers such as mucosa and bone. Furthermore, the magnet force-driven approach does not require patient compliance and cooperation in placing removable components such as elastic bands or trays. There have been a several early studies on the use of magnets for dental and orthodontic use \[[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]\]. Darendeliler et al reviewed the clinical applications of magnets in orthodontics, including tooth movement for space closure, molar distalization, and tooth extrusion, as well as in the use of orthopedic appliances for skeletal corrections of malocclusion \[[@bib10]\]. They also reported on the biological implications of magnets in the oral cavity, namely with SmCo and NdFeB magnets, with corrosion being the principal limitation in the usage and lifespan of magnets in an oral environment. However, 3-dimensional the tooth and root movement and rotation by the magnet force have never been investigated digitally. Recently, FeCo-(Al-fluoride) nanogranular films exhibiting ferromagnetic properties with high optical transparency in the visible light spectrum have been introduced \[[@bib18]\]. With the development of small transparent magnets, comprehensive magnetic force-driven orthodontic has the potential to become the future method of orthodontic treatment.

Another advantage is that static magnetic fields have gained considerable popularity as an alternative therapy for pain relief, especially in chronic pain \[[@bib19], [@bib20]\], osteoarthritis pain \[[@bib21], [@bib22]\], neuropathic pain \[[@bib23]\], and postoperative pain \[[@bib24]\]. The widespread adaptation is largely due to the perceived efficacy and safety with minimal side-effects \[[@bib25], [@bib26]\]. There is a significant body of research \[[@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]\] on the inhibition of P2X~3~ receptors for relieving inflammatory and neuropathic pain. A recent report revealed that static magnetic field (SMF) was found to reduce pain levels and down-regulate expressions P2X~3~ in mice after experimental tooth movement \[[@bib30]\]. Pain relief could be an additional benefit of utilizing magnetic force-driven orthodontic treatment.

In order to utilize magnets for orthodontic treatment, we must first understand the characteristics of tooth movement created by magnetic forces. In this study, we first digitally assessed efficacy of magnetic attraction and repulsion forces by means of a 3D digital analysis of movement (distance, direction, angulation and duration) and rotation (yaw, pitch and roll) of the crown and root of a tooth in an *ex vivo* typodont model. Typodont models with teeth embedded in a wax base arranged in malocclusion have been routinely used for pre-clinical orthodontics education and research. In addition, a combination of attraction and repulsion forces was used to treat a moderate crowding typodont case to validate this approach in comprehensive treatment.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Fabrication of typodont model with magnets and 3D digital scanning {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Dental typodonts mimicking maxillary central incisors were used in this *ex vivo* experiment. Dental typodont models of maxillary central incisors (24.0 mm length, 10.0 mm width, and 8.0 mm crown thickness) were designed using CAD software (Creo Elements/Direct Modeling Express 4.0, PTC, Needham, MA, USA). Three 1.5 mm diameter x 1.0 mm height cone-shaped measurement horns were created on the center of the incisal edge, distal and lingual side of the tooth. A shallow groove (2 mm apicocoronally, 5 mm mesiodistally, 0.5 mm buccolingually) was designed on the labial surface of the tooth to accurately reproduce the positioning of magnet placement ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). A prior pilot study was completed to confirm no significant difference in measurements of tooth movement and rotation with and without labial grooves. The designs were exported as STL files. The tooth models were fabricated using a 3D printer (MiiCraft 125, MiiCraft Inc., Hsinchu, Taiwan) using model resin (Next Dent® Model 2.0, Next Dent BV, Soesterberg, Netherland).Fig. 1Experiment models. (A) Design and sizes of UL1, (B) Scheme of typodont model.Fig. 1

The typodont box (60 mm × 50 mm x 25 mm of outer frame, 30 mm × 30 mm x 20 mm of the inner tub) was designed using the CAD software. One hundred and twelve landmarks (4.0 mm × 1.5 mm pentagonal cones) were created on the surfaces of the typodont boxes ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) in order to superimpose data accurately. Typodont boxes were fabricated in the same manner as the tooth models.

Ni-plated cylindrical NdFeB N52 magnets (NeoMag Co., Ltd., Chiba, Japan, 2.0 mm diameter x 5.0 mm, surface magnetic flux density 414 mT, adsorption power 22 kPa, density 7.5 g/cm^3^) were used in this *ex vivo* study. The magnets were bonded to the grooves, with the *north* pole of the UL1 (maxillary left central incisor) magnet facing the mesial and the *south* pole of the UR1 (maxillary right central incisor) magnet facing the mesial, to produce an attraction force for the space-closing (SC) model, and the teeth were placed 2 mm apart ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The opposite setting was used to produce repulsion force for the space-gain (SG) model, with the *north* pole of the UR1 magnet facing the mesial. The teeth were then stabilized in the typodont box using paraffin wax which is normally used for dental typodont (Paraffin wax, GC Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, solidification point 59.3 °C). A plastic guide made with self-curing acrylic resin (Pattern Resin, GC Chicago, IL, USA) was created to standardize tooth position for 30 typodonts.

The typodonts were scanned using a 3D laser scanner (Ortho Insight 3D® Laser Scanner, Motion View LLC., Chattanooga, TN, USA) prior to tooth movement. The typodonts were positioned in the center of the scanning table with the magnet facing the front and scanned. After the initial scan, the typodonts were divided into 10 groups, with 3 typodonts in each group for a total of 30 typodonts. The typodonts were immersed in a digital thermostatic water bath (Joan Lab Digital Thermostatic Water Bath Manufacturer, Ningbo Yinzhou Joan Lab Equipment Co., Ltd., Zhejiang, China, 3 L capacity) to initiate tooth movement at 55 °C for 5 min up to 50 min in increments of 5 min depending on the group. After complete immersion of the typodont model in the water bath for the prescribed time, the models were stabilized in a cold-water bath at 5 °C for 30 min. Immediately after the completion of immersion of typodont model, excess water around the model was removed gently using compressed air and the models were scanned in the same manner as the initial scans.

The scanned typodont model data was converted to STL files using 3D visualization software (Ortho Insight 3D®, Motion View LLC., Chattanooga, TN, USA). The pre-movement STL files were superimposed on the post-movement using 3D data inspection software (GOM inspect, GOM, Braunschweig, Germany) using the 112 landmarks on the typodont box. 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z axis) of each of the 3 measurement points on the tooth model of UR1 and UL1 were obtained ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z axis) of the center of root apex (CRA, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) of UR1 and UL1 were obtained by superimposing designed tooth model on the crown portion of typodont model.Fig. 2Explanations of tooth movements and rotations. (A) X, Y and Z axis direction of tooth movement, (B) Identification of center or root apex.Fig. 2

2.2. Analysis of the movement and rotation of tooth crown portion {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The center of gravity (CG) of each tooth crown was calculated using 3D coordinates of 3 measurement points by the following [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\text{CG}\left( \text{x} \right) = \frac{X_{1} + X_{2} + X_{3}}{3}\text{~~CG}\left( \text{y} \right) = \frac{Y_{1} + Y_{2} + Y_{3}}{3}\text{~~CG}\left( \text{z} \right) = \frac{Z_{1} + Z_{2} + Z_{3}}{3}$$

The amount of 3D movement of the CG of each tooth crown portion (ACG) in each of 10 time-series was calculated by the following [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{ACG~} - \text{~X~(UR1,~UL1)~} = \text{~CG~(x)} - \text{Post~(UR1,~UL1)~} - \text{~CG~(x)} - \text{Pre~(UR}1\text{~UL}1\text{)}} \\
{\text{ACG~} - \text{~Y~(UR1,~UL1)~} = \text{~CG~(y)} - \text{Post~(UR1,~UL1)~} - \text{~CG~(y)} - \text{Pre~(UR}1\text{,~UL}1\text{)}} \\
{\text{ACG~} - \text{~Z~(UR1,~UL1)~} = \text{~CG~(z)} - \text{Post~(UR1,~UL1)~} - \text{~CG~(z)} - \text{Pre~(UR}1\text{,~UL}1\text{)}} \\
\end{array}$$

The speed of X-axis movement (mm/min) at time points of 5, 15, 25, 35, and 45min were calculated, using ACG by the following [Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\text{Speed~(mm/min)~} = \text{~[ACG~(t)~} - \text{~ACG~(t} - 5\text{)]~/}5$$where ACG(t) is the amount of 3D movement of CG in the duration of t minutes. The average moving speeds on SC and SG model were compared.

The distance between UR1 and UL1 on the CG of each tooth crown (DCG) was calculated by the following [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\text{DCG} = \sqrt{\left( {{\text{CG}\left( \text{x} \right)}_{UR1} - \text{CG}\left( \text{x} \right)}_{\text{UL}1} \right)^{2} + \left( {{\text{CG}\left( \text{y} \right)}_{\text{UR}1} - \text{CG}\left( \text{y} \right)}_{\text{UL}1} \right)^{2} + \left( {{\text{CG}\left( \text{z} \right)}_{\text{UR}1} - \text{CG}\left( \text{z} \right)}_{\text{UL}1} \right)^{2}}$$

Description of 3D rotation, yaw, pitch, and roll are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. When given two cartesian coordinates, we can calculate the rotation using the dot and cross of the two vectors following Eqs. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The cross product will be used as the normal axis (n), and dot product will show the angle (θ) of the rotation.$$n = a \times b$$$$a \cdot b = \left\| a \right\|\left\| b \right\|\cos\left( \theta \right)$$Fig. 3Explanations of tooth rotations, (A) yaw, (B) pitch and (C) roll.Fig. 3

From the angle and the axis, it is possible to construct the rotation matrix (R) by using Rodrigues\' rotation formula \[[@bib31]\] (7) below.$$R_{n}\left( \theta \right) = \begin{bmatrix}
{\cos\ \theta + n_{x}^{2}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right)} & {n_{x}n_{y}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right) - n_{z}\ \sin\ \theta} & {n_{x}n_{z}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right) + n_{y}\ \sin\ \theta} \\
{n_{y}n_{x}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right) + n_{z}\ \sin\ \theta} & {\cos\ \theta + n_{y}^{2}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right)} & {n_{y}n_{z}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right) - n_{x}\ \sin\ \theta} \\
{n_{z}n_{x}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right) - n_{y}\ \sin\ \theta} & {n_{z}n_{y}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right) + n_{x}\ \sin\ \theta} & {\cos\ \theta + n_{z}^{2}\left( {1 - \cos\ \theta} \right)} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

There are several ways to show the rotational transition, we use the yaw (Z-axis), pitch (X-axis), and roll (Y-axis) angles.$$\begin{bmatrix}
{\cos\ \beta\ \cos\ \alpha} & {\sin\ \gamma\ \sin\ \beta\ \cos\ \alpha - \cos\ \gamma\ \sin\ \alpha} & {\sin\ \gamma\ \sin\ \alpha + \cos\ \gamma\ \sin\ \beta\ \cos\ \alpha} \\
{\cos\ \beta\ \sin\ \alpha} & {\sin\ \gamma\ \sin\ \beta\ \sin\ \alpha + \cos\ \gamma\ \cos\ \alpha} & {- \sin\ \gamma\ \cos\ \alpha + \cos\ \gamma\ \sin\ \beta\ \sin\ \alpha} \\
{- \sin\ \beta} & {\sin\ \gamma\ \cos\ \beta} & {\cos\ \gamma\ \cos\ \beta} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Given the rotation matrix (8), we can derive gamma, beta, alpha from the following [Eq. (9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\begin{array}{l}
{R_{31} = - \sin\ \beta} \\
{R_{32} = \sin\ \gamma\ \cos\ \beta} \\
{R_{33} = \cos\ \gamma\ \cos\ \beta} \\
\end{array}$$

2.3. Analysis of the movement of center of root apex {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------

Amount of 3D movement of the CRA ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) of each root (ACRA) in each of 10 time-series of SC models was calculated by the following [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{ACRA~} - \text{~X~(UR1,~UL1)~} = \text{~CRA~(x)} - \text{Post~(UR1,~UL1)~} - \text{~CRA~(x)} - \text{Pre~(UR}1\text{,~UL}1\text{)}} \\
{\text{ACRA~} - \text{~Y~(UR1,~UL1)~} = \text{~CRA~(y)} - \text{Post~(UR1,~UL1)~} - \text{~CRA~(y)} - \text{Pre~(UR}1\text{,~UL}1\text{)}} \\
{\text{ACRA~} - \text{~Z~(UR1,~UL1)~} = \text{~CRA~(z)} - \text{Post~(UR1,~UL1)~} - \text{~CRA~(z)} - \text{Pre~(UR}1\text{,~UL}1\text{)}} \\
\end{array}$$

The distance between UR1 and UL1 on the center of root apex (DCRA) was calculated using 3D coordinate of CRA by the following [Eq. (11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$DCRA = \sqrt{\left( {{CRA\left( x \right)}_{UR1} - CRA\left( x \right)}_{UL1} \right)^{2} + \left( {{CRA\left( y \right)}_{UR1} - CRA\left( y \right)}_{UL1} \right)^{2} + \left( {{CRA\left( z \right)}_{UR1} - CRA\left( z \right)}_{UL1} \right)^{2}}$$

2.4. Application of attraction and repulsion force to the moderate crowding case {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A moderate crowding case including teeth UR3 to UL3 was created in the typodont model and the magnets were placed to setup both attraction and repulsion force to straighten the arch form ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The attraction magnet force was placed in 5 areas (UR4 mesial -- UR3 distal, UR2 mesial -- UR1 distal, UR1 mesial -- UL1 mesial, UL1 distal -- UL2 mesial, UL3 distal -- UR4 mesial) and repulsion force was placed in 2 areas (\#6M-\#7D and \#10D-\#11M). A nickel-titanium archwire, 0.012 inch Sentalloy® (TOMY INTERNATIONAL INC., Tokyo, Japan) was used as to guide the movement and establish the desired arch form. The model was scanned pre and post-movement and 3D movement and rotation was analyzed in the same manner.Fig. 4Application of attraction and repulsion force to the moderate crowding case in *ex vivo*. (A) Typodont model of a moderate crowding case including teeth \#6--11. (B) Magnets setting for attraction and repulsion force.Fig. 4

Crown and root movement, crown rotation, and crown speed were obtained and averaged in each of 10 time-series and average data was used for the statistical analysis with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), Tukey post-hoc test, and two-tailed Student\'s t-test. Linear correlation between the crown and root movement were analyzed with Pearson\'s *r*.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Analysis of coronal tooth 3D movement and rotation {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Movement in X, Y and Z axis {#sec3.1.1}

The average amount of movement of CG in each of the 3 axes of SC and SG models are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. For the SC model ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A), X-axis tooth movement on both UR1 and UL1 started after 30 min and continued until 50 min, when the mesial surface of UR1 and UL1 contacted. At 50 min, there was no significant difference between the X-axis movement of UR1 and UL1, with an average movement of -0.86 ± 0.28 mm and 1.15 ± 0.57 mm, respectively. For the Z-axis movement, both UR1 and UL1 moved toward the labial. Significant tooth movements started after 25 min and average of Z-axis movement at 50 min for UR1 and UL1 was 0.54 ± 0.08 mm, 0.51 ± 0.07 mm, respectively, with no significant difference between the two. Y-axis movement (intrusion - extrusion) was rarely observed in all time-series for both UR1 and UL1.Fig. 5Amount of movement on center of gravity of UR1 and UL1. (A) SC model, (B) SG model.Fig. 5

For the SG model ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B), X-axis tooth movement on both UR1 and UL1 started after 20 min, the average X-axis movement for UR1 and UL1 was 0.74 ± 0.03 mm and -0.75 ± 0.17 mm, respectively with no significant difference. Similar to SC model, Z-axis movement was smaller than X-axis movement and the average was 0.2 mm--0.3 mm though the time-series. Y-axis movement was rarely observed in all time-series for both UR1 and UL1.

In a comparison of the average amount of X-axis tooth movement of UR1 and UL1 between the SC and SG models, the repulsion force in the SG model had movement that began earlier than in the SC model ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). The attraction force, and amount of movement in the SG was significantly greater than the SC model at 25min and 30min. However, the total amount of movement in the SG model was significantly smaller than the SC model at 45min ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A, p \< 0.01). In the Z-axis the SC model had greater tooth movement than the SG model with significantly greater movement than the SG model at 30min--50min ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B, p \< 0.01).Fig. 6Comparison of average amount of movement on UR1 and UL1 between SC and SG models. (A) X-axis, (B) Z-axis.Fig. 6

### 3.1.2. Speed of movement {#sec3.1.2}

The average speed of movement increased exponentially in the SC model before plateauing, whereas the speed increased more linearly in the SG model before plateauing and becoming constant ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum speed reached in the SC model, with attraction force, was approximately 1.5 times greater than the repulsion force in the SG model.Fig. 7Comparison of average amount of movement on UR1 and UL1 between SC and SG models.Fig. 7

### 3.1.3. 3D rotation {#sec3.1.3}

In the SC model, significant mesial yaw was observed at the time-series of 40, 45, 50 min ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A, p \< 0.01). Average roll at 50 min was 0.05 radians (2.86°) and it was significantly higher than other time points ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A). No significant pitch was observed ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A). In the SG model, slight yawing, pitching and rolling were observed throughout ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 8Amount of tooth rotation. (A) SC model, (B) SG model.Fig. 8

3.2. Comparison of movement of crown of tooth and root apex {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Trace line of the 3D movement of the coronal aspect and the root apex of teeth UR1 and UL1 {#sec3.2.1}

The trace lines of the 3D movement of CG and CRA on UR1 and UL1 are plotted in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. In the SC model, as the crowns of the teeth moved mesially to close the space, the root apex moved distally, causing the crown to tip ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). In the SG model, the root apex movement followed the direction of the coronal portion of the teeth ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 9Trace lined of 3D movement of CG and CRA on UR1 and UL1. (A) SC model, (B) SG model.Fig. 9

### 3.2.2. Correlation between X-axis movement on crown of tooth and root apex {#sec3.2.2}

A negative correlation was observed on the SC model with attraction force between the X-axis movement of crown and root apex. Pearson\'s correlation coefficient was -0.2 on UR1 and -0.4 on UL1 respectively ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, SG model had a positive correlation (r = 0.3) between the X-axis movement of crown and root apex ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 10Correlation of movement between crown and root on X-axis. (A) SC model, (B) SG model.Fig. 10

### 3.2.3. Distance changes by attraction force and repulsion force {#sec3.2.3}

Significant continuous changes on distance between 2 teeth (UR1 and UL1) was observed. The distance between the two teeth decreased by attraction force in SC model ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}A) and increased for SG model ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, no significant change was observed on the distance between root apex (DCRA) of UR1 and UL1 ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}A and B).Fig. 11Distance between UR1 and UL1 on center of gravity tooth crown, and center of root apex. (A) SC model, (B) SG model.Fig. 11

3.3. Efficacy of magnet force-driven orthodontics tooth movement on moderate crowding case in *ex vivo* {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The crowding arch was straightened in 30 min in the typodont model. 3D scanning data indicated ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}) substantial movement of the crown and root apex on X-axis (mesial-distal movement) and the Z-axis (labial-lingual) on UR3, UR2, UL2, and UL3 as planned. Y-axis movement was rarely observed. Movement of the root apex was observed along with crown movement on UR3, UR2, UL2, and UL3. The repulsion force between UR1 and UL1 mesial stabilized the position, and no significant movement was observed of the crown or root apex. Teeth UR3, UR2, UL2, and UL3 had significant movement and rotation. UR2 and UL2 had yaw and pitch rotation along with major Z-axis movement. In contrast, UR3 and UL3 had pitch and roll rotation along with X-axis movement.Table 13D data on the tooth movement by magnetic force.Table 13D Movement (mm)Tooth \#CrownRootX-axisY-axisZ-axisX-axisY-axisZ-axisUR3-1.170.05-0.610.400.030.01UR20.340.552.66-0.270.89-0.77UR10.17-0.081.080.14-0.05-0.61UL1-0.100.050.910.120.08-0.37UL20.330.033.53-0.790.46-0.79UL31.71-0.02-1.33-0.690.050.48Rotation of crown (Degree)Tooth \#YawPitchRollUR3-2.53-9.826.66UR29.076.021.44UR14.121.040.34UL13.060.750.21UL211.05-3.130.74UL3-3.906.074.23Fig. 12Typodont model of a moderate crowding case pre- and post-movement.Fig. 12

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Force control is the critical factor in orthodontic tooth movement. Force control implies control of the degree, duration, distribution, and direction of force \[[@bib32]\]. Magnets have significant advantages over other conventional orthodontic appliances for tooth movement. Magnets produce an operator-controlled, continuous measured force, in both attraction and repulsion, and the forces can be directed and exerted through the surrounding tissue, including mucosa and bone, without any friction or reduction of force. Another advantage of magnet force-driven orthodontics is that the constant force of magnets allows for an auxiliary free orthodontic force system. This contrasts with conventional FOA, where patients have to replace auxiliaries such as orthodontic bands frequently after every meal and with each brushing. To date, orthodontic tooth movement by either conventional appliance or magnetic force has never been fully analyzed objectively using 3D digital technology. This study utilized a 3D digital analysis of tooth movement directed by magnets for the first time.

The magnet size was designed to be used in the maxillary anterior where esthetics are important. A cylindrical shape with a 2 mm diameter and 5 mm length, which can be placed in the labial-cervical area was created. Previous clinical reports used different sized magnets such as 5 mm × 4 mm x 3 mm for mid-line diastema \[[@bib33]\], 5 mm diameter with 1 mm thickness and 5 mm × 5 mm x 3 mm for forced orthodontic tooth eruption \[[@bib13], [@bib14]\], and 5 mm diameter with 0.75 mm thickness for premolar movement \[[@bib34]\]. The degree of magnetic force used also varied depending on the study. In order to determine the degree of magnetic force necessary, the expected distance of tooth movement as well as biological safety need to be taken into account. The magnet force we used in this typodont study was 2.2 N is adequate for a 3 mm distance and is about 1/5 of the force, defined by the WHO, as biologically safe \[[@bib13], [@bib35]\].

In clinical practice, tooth movement does not start immediately after the application of orthodontic force. This is period of stagnation is due to the time that is necessary for a biological response to the orthodontic forces to begin. Expression and recruitment of different cytokines and osteoclasts due to the appearance of osteoclasts and various cytokines occurs before movement can begin. The plasticity, melting temperature, solidification point of the paraffin wax used for the typodont model helps to mimic this tooth movement in *ex vivo* setting, however it cannot be directly translated to clinical applications, as the movement achieved in this study would likely require much more time with slower movement in a clinical setting.

Our 3D data analysis on attraction and repulsion force for tooth movement provided useful interpretative information for future development of magnetic force-driven orthodontics. The exponential increase of the speed of tooth movement was expected in the SC model; as the spaces close, the magnets get closer together creating a higher attraction force. In contrast, the SG model did not have the inverse pattern. This would have been expected by the inverse square law. If sufficient time were allowed for the teeth to continue moving, and the distance between the magnets increased, the speed and repulsion forces would decrease. The attraction force created larger tooth movement than the repulsion force with a higher maximum speed within 50 min, in 2 mm distance and the same *ex vivo* environment. The attraction force also created more unwanted rotational movements and tipping of the crown with the root apex moving in the opposite direction, a phenomenon not seen in the SG model with the repulsion force. In addition, bodily movement is more desirable in orthodontics, therefore these movements need to be studied further.

Understanding SC/SG findings led to planning the magnet placement in for the moderate crowding case with the use of brackets and an arch wire to allow movement and rotation of teeth UR3-UL3 into their correct location in the arch. The movement occurred as planned without undesired or unexpected movement. The arch wire was instrumental for moving and rotating multiple teeth with precise three-dimensional force control and its significance cannot be understated.

The biggest limitation of this study is that it is a typodont model in an *ex vivo* setting. One significant limitation of an *ex vivo* environment is the lack of interaction of oral fluids on the magnet, such as potential corrosion. Darendeliler et al summarized biological implications of magnet use in dentistry and corrosion was one of key factors that limited the lifespan and use of magnets in the oral cavity \[[@bib10]\]. However, new coatings have been developed to combat corrosion, such as nickel/alumina composite coatings and multilayer titanium nitride ceramic coatings, as well as the development of corrosion resistant magnets, such as iron-platinum (FePt) magnets \[[@bib36]\]. Tooth movement *in vivo* is also much more complex than can be simulated in this typodont model, such as the biological responses to the force of tooth movement. Further research is required such as animal studies and analysis by the finite element method to apply the methods in this study to a clinical situation. With the application of these newer advances, the implementation of magnetic driven orthodontic tooth movement *in vivo* may be achieved.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The 3D data obtained in this study validates the use of magnetic force-driven orthodontics in an *ex vivo* setting. Magnets were able to achieve desired tooth movements in a space-closing and space-gain. Future *ex vivo* studies will be needed to optimize and improve the planning and treatment of more complex cases so that they may be implemented in *in vivo*.
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